
Risk Statistics

Sharpe Ratio 0.52

Sortino Ratio 0.91

Maximum Drawdown -13.30%

Correlation vs NIFTY $ 0.65

Standard Deviation 14.50%

Downside Deviation 8.31%

Beta to NIFTY $ 0.54
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Returns (US$ terms, Net-of-all-fees) Inception Date: December 1, 2014**
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Returns % (USD) 
since inception
Jan-2015 to Feb-
2020

Cumulative CAGR

PIOF 45.53 7.53

Nifty Index 18.00 2.23

Nifty 200 Index 18.33 2.52

Nifty Midcap Index 16.05 2.99

Performance 
Attribution (Feb-2020)

%

Long-Book -2.39

Currency -1.14

Number of Long Positions 
(Feb-2020)

17

Market Capitalisation 
Exposure (Feb-2020)

%

> US$ 12bn 28.17

US$  6bn to 12bn 22.11

US$ 1bn to 6bn 39.94

US$ 0.5bn to 1bn 9.79

Sector Exposure
(Feb-2020)

%

Annualized Volatility (US$) %

PIOF 14.61%

NIFTY 17.44%

NIFTY Midcap 20.06%

Nifty 200 17.44%

(PIOF) Progress Asia Capital & Advisors Pte. Ltd.

NAV per Share 
(US$)

146.04*

Return Statistics %

Last Month -3.53%

Year To Date -1.45%

Total Return 46.04%

Compound ROR 7.48%

Winning Months (%) 61.91%

Average Winning Month 3.14%

Average Losing Month -3.29%

Drawdown Report

No. Depth (%)
Length 

(Months)
Recovery 
(Months)

Start Date End Date

1 -13.30% 19 6 01/2018 07/2019

2 -10.52% 6 6 08/2015 07/2016

3 -8.48% 2 1 11/2016 01/2017

4 -2.99% 2 2 05/2017 08/2017

5 -2.91% 1 2 09/2017 11/2017

% of Long-Book Stocks that
are also components of
the NIFTY Index
(Feb-2020)

31%

INR vs US$ %

2020 -1.10
2019 -2.25
2018 -8.46

Feb-29-2020Investment Objective

PIOF is a US$-denominated long only thematic India equities fund with a differentiated strategy, focused on the most secular part
of India’s story - the rise of consumer spending. The fund invests in well managed large-cap(>US$1bn) companies. PIOF’s mission
is to offer global investors a compelling investment strategy and approach in terms of investing in public equities in India which
offers steady capital appreciation over a period of time with low volatility and with capital preservation in mind.

Investment Manager of PIOF is Progress Asia Capital & Advisors Pte Ltd, which is regulated by the Monetary Authority of
Singapore (MAS).

PIOF Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
PIOF
(US$)

Nifty 
200 

Index

NIFTY 
Index

NIFTY 
Midcap 
Index 

2020 2.15% -3.53% -1.45% -8.72% -9.52% -3.53%

2019 -8.52% 2.27% 7.28% -0.76% 0.92% -3.02% -1.23% 0.22% 6.28% 6.62% -0.80% 1.46% 10.05% 6.34% 9.61% -6.28%

2018 -3.75% -2.61% 2.15% 1.20% -3.50% -2.00% 3.72% 0.21% -12.73% -6.96% 13.06% 2.76% -10.15% -9.30% -5.57% -22.57%

2017 10.54% 5.47% 4.05% 2.40% -2.15% -0.86% 2.41% 3.10% -2.91% 0.09% 3.55% 2.38% 31.07% 42.05% 36.81% 56.60%

2016 -3.84% 0.06% 4.99% 1.57% -0.95% 2.64% 7.90% 1.06% 1.17% 2.16% -4.93% -3.73% 7.58% 1.04% 0.33% 4.33%

2015 2.87% 0.27% 3.38% -2.13% 3.05% 3.33% 2.43% -1.62% -0.36% -3.47% -2.52% 0.87% 5.91% -6.36% -8.57% 1.45%

PIOF Vs Nifty Vs CNX Midcap Vs Nifty 200

Alpha 6.50% 5.75% 6.32%

Beta 0.54 0.54 0.58

Correlation 0.64 0.75 0.70

Interpretation: 
Real alpha of the fund, with an effective beta of 54%
This means that the selection is not correlated to the main indices

*PIOF’s NAV is adjusted for capital gains taxes
Fund NAV is also after all management/ performance fees

**Given the fund focus on large-cap stocks, correct benchmark index to compare returns should be NSE200 
Index which comprises of Top 200 NSE stocks. Performance fee is charged over Nifty Index outperformance 
given offshore investors do have access to investing in Nifty USD ETFs.

Rolling 3-YR CAGR Return 
(Dec-2019)

9.03%



Investment Commentary

Nifty remained volatile during February as hopes of Big Bang budget subsided. Market had a strong up move in the first two weeks of Feb led by slightly 
positive data on economy and vehicle sales and renewed expectations of economic recovery. However. Coronavirus related global market selloff also 
impacted Indian Markets in the last week of Feb as market players gauged the economic impact from travel and supply chain breakdown which will 
impact India as well though relatively to a much lesser extent.

Aggressive market selloff in Feb resulted in Nifty Index being down -7.52% in Feb and -9.52% for the year and midcap Index down -7.95% in Feb and down 
-3.53% for the year in US$ terms. 

Though it will be difficult to gauge the immediate impact of coronavirus on domestic demand, we believe the impact would be limited in India given the 
onset of summer season which is likely to be warmer than normal (guided by Met Department) – a key factor that limits spread of coronavirus.

However, we believe that market is not factoring in the long-term positive fallout for India which would result from partial shift of operations out of 
China by global MNCs like Apple to India to de-risk supply chain disruptions being witnessed currently. With the recent changes in corporate taxes in 
India, the focus on “Make in India “ by current administration and given the increasing close relations with US, we believe India is likely to be the 
biggest beneficiary of this shift. 

Also, one need to take cognizance of the fact that Indian manufacturing caters for the domestic consumer and there is going to be limited supply chain 
disruption. India is the biggest beneficiary when Oil falls below $55/barrel given it’s the second largest importer nation after China and this helps ease 
fiscal burden significantly.

Greenshoots in the Economy despite Coronavirus led global gloom :

There have been multiple pointers to improving economic picture domestically going forward. This is something we had expected as mentioned in 
our last two monthly newsletters as well as base effect also kicks in.

GDP growth likely to bottom in FY20
GDP for 4Q 2019 came in at 4.7% (higher than expectation) versus 4.5% in Q3 2019. CSO has retained its full-year FY20 growth forecast at 5%, indicating 
expectation of 4.7% growth in 1Q 2020, similar to 4Q 2019 due to coronavirus impacting demand. We believe GDP growth will likely bottom in Q1 2020 
as demand picks up with fear of widespread coronavirus impact receding.

India February manufacturing PMI declines marginally; still way above near-term average
India’s Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) declined marginally to 54.5 in Feb’20 from 55.3 in Jan’20 amid impact of coronavirus outbreak 
on exports and supply chains. Despite the decline the numbers were better versus near-term average suggesting improvement across the sectors.

CPI Inflation likely to have peaked as food prices cool off
CPI Inflation in January came in higher than expectation rising to 7.59% vs. 7.35% in December’19 led by higher food & beverages prices (+12.2% YoY) 
especially vegetables prices (+50.2% YoY vs. 60.5% in December’19). The central bank has already conveyed its expectations that food inflation will 
remain high in the next six months and revised 2HFY20 inflation projection to 4.7-5.1%. Core inflation was also up in January 2020 to 4.2% with rail freight 
rates and telecom rate increase feeding into this component. However, the food prices have cooled off since then and we expect the upcoming prints to 
cool off gradually. We continue to believe that the higher food inflation in a way augur well for rural revival given sub-par food inflation of <2% (average) 
for last three years. 

Other Positive Macro Points

• Vehicle sales for month of Feb 2020 though lower, % change YoY were much better than estimates with both Maruti Suzuki and Eicher Motors 
posting significantly improved numbers YoY for vehicle sales.

• Prices of Cement in North and East India have improved by Rs 10/kg which is quite meaningful.

• Electricity production increased for the first time in last 6 months in Jan’20. Investments also increased by 0.4% in Jan 2020 for the first time since 
June 2019. Also, there has been a lower decline in IIP for capital goods. 

• Improving trend of GST collections for last 3 months augurs well for Govt finances and is a positive indicator on the economy. GST collections for 
Jan’20 came in at Rs 1.05 Trillion (US$ 14.6bn) as against Dec’19 collections of Rs 1.1 Trillion (USD 15.4 Bn) primarily on account of demand slowdown. 
Though this was below government estimate of Rs. 1.15 Trillion, we believe continued collection over Rs.1 Trillion due to higher compliance augurs 
well as the demand picks up.

Trade deficit widened in January as exports continue to decline
India’s trade deficit widened in Jan’20 to US$15bn after narrowing for five months as against the deficit of US$15.3bn a year before due to lower exports. 
Exports were down 1.7% YoY while the imports declined 0.8% YoY. In 10MFY20, trade deficit narrowed to US$133.3bn vs. US$163.5bn in 10MFY19.

Market & Fund Performance
For the month (in USD Terms), PIOF is down -3.53% in February against Nifty index down -7.52% and NSE 200 index down -7.59%. Thus the fund YTD (in 
US$ terms) is down -1.45% and INR vs. US$ currency is down -1.10% for the year. Thus, INR currency has majorly contributed to the negative performance 
of the fund. 
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Investment Commentary

Earnings season – underlying demand relatively soft; earning grew on lower taxes
Q3FY20 results season were a mixed bag. Though there was some improvement in sequential demand on the back of festive season, the overall 
operating performance was largely subdued with most of the companies saw decent earnings growth aided by cut in corporate taxes. Barring couple of 
companies, most of FMCG companies delivered mid-single digit volumes numbers albeit the revenue growth were tad lower as company delayed price 
hikes to boost growth. On the other hand, major banks reported better earnings and asset quality improvement aided by couple of large recoveries in 
IBC cases. Corporate commentary, however, does not yet suggest any immediate recovery in the demand environment, raising risk for earnings 
downgrades in FY21 which got further accentuated by global demand growth risk due to coronavirus situation. 

Our portfolio delivered good operating performance in an otherwise weak economic environment. Despite the slowdown in the consumption space esp. 
in 3QFY20(Dec end), such has been the focus of our portfolio composition that 15 out of 17 companies’ in our portfolio reported stronger than expected 
volumes growth in their respective segments. 

Our Views on Market Going Ahead :
With the two of the major building blocks behind, we expect economic indicators to improve going forward supported by expansionary fiscal measures 
announced in budget, strong RABI (winter crop) output and likely dovish monetary policy. We believe that rural-centric category growth (key FY21 
budget focus as well) will drive incremental growth as companies focus on the emerging affluent class. Recent market correction coupled with 10-year 
yields hovering around sub 6.4% levels, have led to valuations moving in an attractive zone and should be looked as an investment opportunity. Recent 
correction has brought Nifty valuations at P/E of  17.3X FY2021 and 14.5X FY2022 earnings thereby indicating 15-20% upside in the next 12 months.

Disclaimer :

This document is confidential and is not for further distribution. This information is being delivered solely to you and is provided on a restricted and confidential basis. It must not be issued, transferred, copied, disseminated,
whether in whole or in part, to any other person. This document is for informational purposes only and should not be deemed as investment advice or as a recommendation to purchase and/or sell any individual securities
discussed in this report. Further, this document does not purport to be a complete description of Progress India Opportunities Fund (PIOF) and does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of offers to buy, any securities.
Offers to invest in the Fund are made only by its definitive Private Placement Memorandum. The opinions, forecasts, assumptions, estimates, and commentary contained in this report are based on information provided to
PIOF on both a formal and informal basis which PIOF believes to be reliable. However, PIOF cannot represent or warrant their accuracy. The impact on PIOF’s opinions, forecasts, assumptions, estimates, and commentary due
to inaccurate information, incomplete information or information taken out of context June be substantial. Further, all opinions, forecasts, assumptions, estimates, and commentary in this document are made only as of the
date indicated and are subject to change at any time without prior notice. Discussions and calculations regarding potential future events and their potential impact are based solely on historic information and PIOF’s
estimates and/or opinions, and are provided for illustrative purposes only. No guarantee can be made of the occurrence of such events or the actual impact such events would have on the performance of the companies
described in this report. Information herein available has not been reviewed, by any regulatory authority. This information does not list, and does not purport to list, the risk factors associated with the investment.
The securities discussed in this document are holdings of PIOF as of the dates included in this document. The reader should not assume that investments in the securities identified were or will be profitable and it should not be
assumed that recommendations made in the future will be profitable. There can be no assurance that PIOF will continue to hold the same position, or any position, in the companies described in this document in the future.
Positions reflected in this document do not represent all the positions held, purchased, or sold, and in the aggregate, the information June represent a small percentage of activity or holdings in the PIOF. The information
presented is intended to provide insight into PIOF’s investment process and certain noteworthy events, in the sole opinion of PIOF, affecting the PIOF. Performance returns presented herein are based on the NAV calculation
prepared by DTOS Ltd., the Fund’s administrator. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Actual returns for individual investors June differ from the returns presented. Each investor will receive individual NAV
figures from the Fund’s administrator. Reference to an index does not imply that the fund will achieve returns, volatility, or other results similar to the index. The total returns for the index do not reflect the deduction of any
fees or expenses which would reduce returns. The Fund and the Master Fund are enterprises with a limited operating history. Accordingly, an investment in the Fund entails a high degree of risk. Please consider discussing the
tax aspects of this Fund with your tax advisor. Nothing on this disclaimer limits your rights under Federal or State securities law.
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Summary of Terms

Fund Name Progress India Opportunities Fund (PIOF)

Fund Manager
Progress Asia Capital & Advisors Pte Ltd 
(Regulated in Singapore)

Fund Domicile Mauritius

Management Fee
1.50% per annum
(payable monthly)

0.75% per annum for > USD 5mn 
investment

Performance Fee
15.00%  over positive 
Nifty Index ($) 
outperformance

Bloomberg Ticker PROINOP MP

ISIN MU0467S00003

Subscription Weekly

Redemption Monthly with 30 days notice

NAV periodicity Monthly

Separately Managed 
Account (SMA)

Yes, offered with the option to customize

Service Providers

Administrator
DTOS (Mauritius)

Custodian ICICI Bank (Mumbai, India) 

Auditor KPMG (Mauritius)

Legal Counsel
GlobaLex Chambers (Mauritius)
Katten Muchin Rosenman (US)

Compliance BDO Advisory (Singapore)

Regulatory / Governance

PIOF Fund

under Financial Services Commission 
(FSC), Mauritius

Foreign Portfolio Investor (FPI) under 
Securities and Exchange Board of 
India (SEBI)

Fund Manager
under Monetary Authority of 
Singapore (MAS) , Singapore

(PIOF) Progress Asia Capital & Advisors Pte. Ltd.

Feb - 2020


